D233/29 Study Aids and Career Advice

D233/29/1 ‘Notes and Exercises on Arthur Conan Doyle’s ‘The White Company’
1929 Coombes, A.J.

D233/29/2 ‘Notes and Exercises on Conrad’s ‘Youth’ and ‘Gaspar Ruiz’
Coombes, A.J. 1931

D233/29/3 ‘Recovering to Success’
Powell, Lord Baden. 1930

D233/29/4 ‘Careers for Boys and Girls’ – A Guide for Parents’
NSW Dept of Education 1936

D233/29/5 ‘Occupations for Boys and Girls’ – A Guide for Teachers and Parents’
1934 S.A. Education Dept

D233/29/6 ‘Introducing The Sailor in the Merchant Service and in the Royal Navy’
1955 Hornby, John

D233/29/7 ‘Training for the Job’
1940 Hill, Frank Ernest

D233/29/8 ‘Six Ways to Get a Job’
1940 Boynton, Paul W.

D233/29/9 ‘Choosing A vocation’
Parsons, Frank 1909

D233/29/10 ‘Students’ Guide to Efficient Study’
Cole, Luella and Ferguson, Jessie Mary 1946

D233/29/11 ‘The Problem of a Career Solved by 36 Men of Distinctin’
1926 Cairns, J.A.R.

D233/29/12 ‘The Right Job for you and How to Get it’
Brooke, Esther Eberstadt 1941

D233/29/13 ‘Essays of Today – Critical Notes, Explanations and Appreciation’
Smythe, P.E.

D233/29/14 ‘Notes, Questions and Exercises on ‘The Poet’s Commonwealth’
Parts 3 to 6 Wilson, S.M. Dunstan 1937

D233/29/15 ‘First Steps in the Study of Poetry’
Chard, J. P. 1930

D233/29/16 ‘Preparing for the Secondary School – Book 3 General Intelligence’
circa 1958

D233/29/17 ‘Notes and Exercises on Scotts Kenilworth’
Circa 1935 Martin, W.H.

D233/29/18 ‘Notes and Exercises on Stevenson’s ‘Treasure Island’
circa 1936 Martin, W.H.

D233/29/19 ‘Vocational Information Series:
(by the Government of British Columbia)

❖ No 1 ‘Forest Industries’ 1939
❖ No 2 ‘Mining Industries’ 1939
❖ No 3 ‘Fishing’ 1939
No 4  ‘Agriculture’ 1939
No 5  ‘Transportation’ 1940
No 6  ‘Communication’ 1940
No 7  ‘Manufacturing’ 1940

‘Learn How to Study’
Kelner, Bernard G. 1961